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breathing in
scent of new growth
in the trees

Shane Pruett

a pollen-covered bee’s
waggle dance

Polona Oblak

china cups
filled with oolong
and reflections

Liz Ann Winkler

the delicate neck
of his housemaid

Maureen Virchau

I pull up my hood
to avoid the snow
and your words

Marion Clarke

UN laughter
heard round the world

Chris Patchel
is it so long since
dugongs were taken
for mermaids?

_Marietta McGregor_

the rainbow snake redrawn
as nucleic acid

_Lorin Ford_

English roses
live and die
in Hyde Park

_Pauline O'Carolan_

the whole band
headbangs in unison

_Agnes Eva Savich_

the shadow
of crows descending
on a stubble field

_Judt Shrode_

moonlight streams
through an open gate

_Andrew Shimield_